
Touch your style



Ushuaïa Ibiza Beach Hotel



LS990 S100

The ROBOTBAS devices, compatible with the LS990 and S100 frames series, are designed  
to unify and improve the brand image, allowing customization colours, iconographies, logos  
and texts of the devices.

*Check availability of other brands and/or frames series.

Welcome to the domotic  
more personalized



Hard Rock Hotel Tenerife



A universe of colours and materials to create unique combinations for any style. 
The frames are available in the range of Le Corbusier colours and can be combined 
with crystals of any colour of the Pantone chart.

Dream a world of colors



Only You Boutique Hotel Madrid



Design every detail

Communicate and unify the brand image in every little detail, designing your own 
iconography, using descriptive texts or including the brand logo on the devices. 
Your designs without limits.



Park Hyatt Mallorca



Advanced technology

Haptic Feedback Capacitive technology

LED backlighting Brightness self-adjustment

Anti-fingerprint treatmentUltra Resistant Glass



Grand Palladium Costa Mujeres Resort & Spa



The sets of the S100 series provide a product with clean and sophisticated lines
with multiple functionalities to respond to the needs of each space  
(headboard, room service and bathroom).

Solutions for each space



The personalized style is complemented with ease 
of installation and configuration of the devices

Simplification of maintenance.

Resolution of incidents without the
intervention of specialized staff.

Increased profitability by reducing the blocked room 
time due to breakdowns.

Possibility of working with the most extended building 
automation standards such as KNX, BACnet or SiSLink.



The unification  
of design and functionality



AQUA Series.
The new smart showers

The bathroom becomes part of the domotic system of the room, providing comfort 
to the guest and, at the same time, optimizing and reducing the consumption of 
water and energy.

The union of an elegant style with an intuitive functionality, which guarantees a 
unique sensorial experience for the most demanding guests.





a brand of

Spain | Headquarters
Gremi de Cirurgians i Barbers, 22
Polígono Industrial Son Rossinyol
07009 Palma de Mallorca
T. +34 971 244 471 

Dominican Republic
Plaza Boulevard Center. Locales 4 y 6, 
Carretera Higüey-Miches
Bávaro, República Dominicana
T. +1 829 380 4732

Mexico
Av. Bonampark Manzana 1, Lote 4 y 5
Local C 9, Super Manzana 8
Cancun Quintana Roo, 77500
T. +52 1 998 195 9060

www.robotbas.com      info@robotbas.com


